Wooden Houses

With evocative text by Judith Miller and
inspiring photographs by James Merrell,
Wooden Houses explores the decorative
potential of wood in our homes. Wooden
houses range from Midwestern prairie
clapboard houses with wraparound porches
to wood-framed barns converted into airy
living spaces. Wood has always played a
part in consturction, architecture, and
interior decoration and has long been
valued for its practical benefits. Its
insulating qualities, for example,made it an
obvious choice for Scandinavian homes,
and so the familiar log houses came into
existence. But the vast decorative potential
of wood has ensured its continued use, as
evidenced by 19th-century houses with
elaborately carved gables and bargeboards.
Indoors, wood surrounds us in many ways.
Structural elements such as oak-beamed
and vaulted ceilings become features in
their own right. Wood can also be used as
further embellishement in the form of
beautiful paneling or carved and turned
banisters and staircases, and in original
furniture designs. Whether it is left in its
natural state to show the variety of grains
and depths of colours, or used as a canvas
for paint techniques, wood is a beautiful
resource. *A celebration of the natural
beauty of wood in decoration, interiors, and
architecture. *Includes an introduction to
the main architchtural styles.

Wooden houses were common in Europe in the ancient times, the come back was in medieval times. Nowadays wooden
houses are popular as a place forDiana is a stylish one-storey log house, well suited for a family with 2 children or
anyone who values comfort and functionality.Timber framing and post-and-beam construction are traditional methods of
building with .. Some of the earliest known timber houses in Europe have been found in Great Britain, dating to
Neolithic times Balbridie and Fengate are some of theWooden houses from Finland at premium offers, using high
quality timber and offering great mechanical resistance. Trust us for your residence. - 26 min - Uploaded by
NorthmenWe unexpectedly found missing footage of two more scenes from the building process - moss Wooden
Homes India is a company carved out by a family that have been crafting wood since the last five generations and has
developed wide range of holidayAre the transportation costs included in the price of the log house? No. The house has
its own price and the cost of the transportation is settled with every client When youre talking about modern wooden
house you hardly imagine how beautiful and cozy such house can be. Talented architects are able - 5 min - Uploaded by
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Home & HouseBeautiful Wooden Houses Beautiful Houses Sweet Homes ? Home & House: https:// There are many
reasons why wooden houses become more and more popular recently. Here you will find useful information approving
their growing popularity.A modern log home with a lot of personality! This bright and airy, open-plan house has a
fan-shaped living area and huge floor-to-ceiling windows that.Wooden houses such as log cabins are popular in the
United Kingdom as vacation or weekend homes. However, there is more to wooden houses than justAre the
transportation costs included in the price of the log house? No. The house has its own price and the cost of the
transportation is settled with every clientMart is a spacious two-storey log house ideal for a large family. Deiw is a
traditional two-storey log house with an open kitchen and living room with a fireplace.Wooden houses are a more
ecological and economic alternative than homes made of traditional brick and concrete. Wood is not only a part of
nature, but its use - 6 secWooden House, Wholesale Various High Quality Wooden House Products from Global
Wooden Styles of wooden houses. For most South Africans, the term wooden house conjures up an image of a log cabin
in a holiday-like destination, either in the heart
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